About the Productions

**Requiem** by Anonymous  
Directed by: Sarah Jack  
Cast: Sebastian Durfee & Shawna Martinez

**Infinite Beginnings** by David Vazdauskas  
Directed by: Erin Ouellette  
Cast: Digby Baker-Porzanski, Jack Boggan, Kyra Fitzgerald, & Catherine Seeley

**Hope for the Best** by Joseph Rubanoff  
Directed by: Sarah Jack  
Cast: Jack Boggan & Benjie White

**The Waver** by Anthony Pezzula  
Directed by: Sarah Jack  
Cast: Digby Baker-Porzanski & Benjie White

**Tunnel** by Jessica Bashline  
Directed by: David Snider  
Cast: David Faltskog, Gianna Faltskog, & Naomi Faltskog

**Period Dragon** by Karina Cochran  
Directed by: Kyra Fitzgerald  
Cast: Delaney Hill, Shawna Martinez, & Christiana Roewer

**Choose** by Sebastian Durfee  
Directed by: Sarah Jack  
Cast: Digby Baker-Porzanski & David Andrew Snider

**Stranded** by Students of Southshire  
Directed by: Kyra Fitzgerald  
Cast: Daniel Salzer, Leila Bruske, Delaney Hill, Michael Raffel, Christiana Roewer, Audrey Roosevelt, Conor Pembroke, Cole Boggan, Shawna Martinez, Leah Jaffe, and Ajanta Deibel

**Tin Box** by Kelvin Keraga  
Directed by: David Snider  
Cast: Kyra Fitzgerald

**Compost** by Virginia May Edinger  
Directed by: David Snider  
Cast: Digby Baker-Porzanski, Kathleen Carey, Leah Jaffe, and David Braucher

*Some adult themes that may not be appropriate for younger audiences.*
**It Takes a New Age Village** by Joe Starzyk  
Directed by: Darcy May  
Cast: Kelvin Keraga, Catherine Seeley, and Delaney Hill

**The Golden Years** by Joe Starzyk  
Directed by: David Snider  
Cast: Bob & Sally Sugarman

**Shrinking Violet** by Katherine Ambrosio  
Directed by: David Braucher  
Cast: Erin Ouellette** & Catherine Seeley

**365 Women a Year: A Playwriting Project**  
(This international playwriting project involves over 200 playwrights who have signed on to write one or more one-acts about extraordinary women in both past and present history.)  
Producer: Natalie Osborne  
*Plays included in our Winter Carnival:*

**After the Thin Man** by Shellen Lubin  
Directed by: Sarah Jack  
Cast: Christine Decker** & Natalie Osborne

**Feelin Lonely** by Catherine Weingarten  
Directed by: Chris DeFlipp  
Cast: Natalie Osborne & Christopher Restino

**Making Frankenstein** by Natalie Osborne  
Directed by: Jim Cairl  
Cast: Sarah Jack, Digby Baker-Porazinski, & Shawna Martinez

**PINA** by Emma Plotkin  
Directed by: Natalie Osborne  
Cast: Siena Blackburn, Audrey Roosevelt, Christiana Roewer, & Jack Boggan

**Erin Ouellette & Christine Decker appear courtesy of the Actors’ Equity Association**